Darb el Karam

food heritage trail
Darb el Karam (the trail of generosity) is a network of villages in Higher
Shouf and West Bekaa promoting food and agricultural heritage through
tourism. The network aims to highlight the seasonality and locality of
foods and crops, the traditional processing methods and most importantly,
the generosity of the hosts. This food heritage trail invites you to meet the
shepherd, the farmer and the food producer, participate in harvesting and
pastoral activities and taste local culinary specialties. Darb el Karam aims to
raise awareness about the origin of a food product or a traditional dish and
its cultural and emotional ties to the destination.
Darb el Karam is developed through the collaboration between the
Environment and Sustainable Development Unit at the American
University of Beirut, the Food Heritage Foundation and the Shouf
Biosphere Reserve with support of USAID.
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By participating in Darb el Karam activities, you will be valorizing
the local agricultural and culinary heritage of these villages and
supporting the livelihoods of small farmers and food producers
by diversifying their income through tourism.

Contact info:
The Food Heritage Foundation www.food-heritage.org – 71.731.437
Shouf Biosphere Reserve www.shoufcedar.org – 05.350.150 / 250
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